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Data and 
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Objective: This guide has been created to help you understand 
what Facebook and Instagram data you can collect and how to 
use this data in Brandwatch. 

User level: Aimed at a user with a intermediate knowledge of how 
to use the platform. You will need to have an Admin or Regular 
role to set-up tracking of Instagram hashtags and Instagram and 
Facebook accounts via the Data Management section.

What you will need: You will need a Facebook account and an 
Instagram Business Account connected to a Facebook Business 
Page to authenticated in the platform, to then be able to track 
everything covered in this guide.

Introduction

Facebook and Instagram Data l Introduction  

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013655097-User-Roles-Permissions-Table
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013655097-User-Roles-Permissions-Table


Companies like Brandwatch cannot collect 
data and then offer it to you.

The Graph API allows authenticated users 
to request data directly from Facebook 
which they (and only they) can then view in 
Brandwatch.

Tracking hashtags and Accounts via the 
Data Management section does not add to 
channel/query limits and only data that 
matches queries counts towards usage.

The Graph API 

User requests 
data from Facebook

Data is made available in 
your Brandwatch account

User writes a query or 
creates a channel
which will match against 
the available requested 
Instagram data

If you need further information on 
the Graph API take a look at the Help 
Centre. 

Facebook and Instagram Data l The Graph API

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012852618-How-We-Gather-Data
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012852618-How-We-Gather-Data


Authenticate with 
Facebook
In order to obtain the best Facebook coverage possible, there are certain steps that should be 
followed. Facebook does not offer firehose access to their data. Companies like Brandwatch cannot 
connect to their API and collect unlimited data. Instead, Facebook requires tokens to collect data. 
The more tokens we can give them, the more coverage you will get. 

To collect Facebook data you will need to authenticate with a Facebook account. To collect Instagram 
data that account must also have a role on a Facebook page tied to an Instagram Business Account. 

Please follow this guide in our Help Centre to create an Instagram business account and link to a 
Facebook page.

A overview of the steps: 

● Open the Instagram app and sign in with the account you are going to use as a business account.
● Click on the person icon on the bottom right.
● Tap on the menu bar at the top.
● Tap settings.
● Select account.
● Choose "Switch to Professional account".

Facebook and Instagram Data l Authenticate with Facebook

Facebook owned 
accounts/channels

Owner of the account (does not need to be 
a Brandwatch user)

Facebook non-owned 
accounts/channels

Facebook user (does not need to be a 
Brandwatch user)

Instagram owned 
accounts/channels

Facebook user with a role on a Facebook 
page connected to the IG account you want 
to track

Instagram non-owned 
accounts/hashtags

Facebook user with any role on FB page 
linked to an IG business account

Permission level 
you need to gather data 

https://www.facebook.com/help/1206330326045914
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/898752960195806
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012817998-Instagram#h_434ea16e-bf16-49c3-98a3-2ae7d8cdb402


Facebook and Instagram data is used in two ways; to create custom, 
private data pools to supplement the data searched for when 
building queries, or to track Channels. 

Tracking Channels also provides account level metrics such as 
followers or likes over time.

When you track Channels, posts and comments will also go into your 
‘private pool’ in (only) your account which you will then be able to 
access via queries whenever you need.

You can collect Facebook data if you authenticate with any 
Facebook account (for owned pages this must be an owner of the 
page). For Instagram data you must authenticate as a Facebook 
user with a role on a Facebook page linked to an Instagram business 
account.

Understanding 
Facebook & Instagram 
Data

Facebook and Instagram Data l Understanding Instagram Data  

Private data
pools

Facebook & Instagram
Channels



Facebook data is collected via the Facebook Graph API and can return:

● Owner posts of the account you’re tracking.
● Coverage of non-owned Facebook pages.
● Audience posts on the owner's wall.
● We also offer coverage of Facebook dark posts.
● Metadata; Likes, Comments, Shares, Author Info.
● Posts, Comments, New Content Likes and Net Page Likes over 

time. (Channels only)

Facebook Metrics & 
Metadata

Facebook and Instagram Data l Understanding Facebook Data  

Facebook
Channels

Likes, Comments, 
Shares, Author Info 

Take a look at our Help Centre on Facebook Data 
coverage for further information.

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012849058-Facebook


Here is an overview of the different metrics and meta-data you can get in the Brandwatch platform for Instagram hashtags and accounts. 
For the full list and for hashtag metrics too, take a look at our Help Centre. 

Metric 
Category 

Metrics Instagram Hashtags Instagram Non-owned 
Business Account Posts

Instagram Owned Business Accounts

Caption text Yes Yes Yes

Post URL Yes Yes Yes

Post Comment 
Count

Correct at time of data collection, we currently do 
not provide guarantees to revisit posts and update 
metrics on Instagram hashtag posts

We revisit posts to update metrics every 6 hours for 7 days 
after the post is published when possible

We revisit posts to update metrics every 6 hours for 7 days after the 
post is published when possible

Like Count Correct at time of data collection, we currently do 
not provide guarantees to revisit posts and update 
metrics on Instagram hashtag posts

We revisit posts to update metrics every 6 hours for 7 days 
after the post is published when possible

We revisit posts to update metrics every 6 hours for 7 days after the 
post is published when possible

Comments 
Text

Only original posts can be collected for Instagram 
hashtags

Only original posts can be collected for non-owned accounts Yes. For each post less than 7 days old we retrieve between 100 and 
200 comments (the exact number determined by Instagram - it is not 
under our control). Therefore we may well miss comments on posts 
with a high volume of comments.

Author
Name Hashtag posts have no author metadata according 

to Facebook policy
Yes Yes

Followers No No Yes

Account-
level

Followers 
over time

Channels Only

Facebook and Instagram Data l Instagram Metrics

Instagram Metrics and Metadata

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013713598-Instagram-Metrics-and-Metadata


Best 
practice for 
coverage

Facebook and Instagram Data l Best practice



Add as many Channels / Accounts as possible

● All your company owned FB & IG channels.
● Add as many competitor FB channels as possible.
● Bulk upload non-owned Instagram business accounts in 

your industry. This includes brands, media, organizations 
and influencers.

Request Instagram Hashtags

● Create an ‘industry pool’ of most relevant hashtags.
● Save space for hashtags you need 100% coverage for (such 

as campaign hashtags).

Add as many tokens as possible

● You can invite non-platform users to authenticate with 
Brandwatch.

● We will only use tokens to collect mentions, we will never 
post on your behalf.

Best practice for best 
coverage
The key for Facebook and Instagram data is to set up as much as 
possible in the Data Management section on day 1.

This will start collecting a ‘private pool’ of data in (only) your account 
which you will then be able to access whenever you need.

To gather Facebook and Instagram data we need authentications from 
Facebook users. In general, the more Facebook authentications you 
can gather (tokens), the better your coverage will be. 

There is also a limit of 30 hashtags per unique Instagram account that 
you authenticate.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Best Practice



Channels

Facebook and Instagram Data l Channels



Channels track pages and profiles, gathering data from one source. 
You can track your owned Channels for Facebook and Instagram and 
non-owned for Facebook only. 

An owned channel is where you can authenticate and provide the login 
credentials. A non-owned is an account you can’t provide the 
credentials for, a competitor account for example. 

Channels also provide account level metrics such as followers or likes 
over time which can be viewed in Channel-specific dashboards.

Facebook and Instagram Data l How to create a Channel

How to create 
a Channel 

Our Help Centre has a step by step guide on how to set up 
channels for both Facebook and Instagram.

https://support.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/sections/360003117558-Channels
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/sections/360003557357-Channels
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012853418-Facebook-Channels
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012756177-Instagram-Channels


Your Facebook and Instagram channel provides an in depth 
analysis of your Facebook and Instagram page performance, 
for example you can get the author influencer data talking or 
interacting with your channel. You can use a channel summary 
dashboard template to get an instant view of your data. 

Some top components to use to get the most out of the data you 
are now collecting are:

● Facebook Analytics component

● Facebook Comments component 

● Instagram Summary component 

● Instagram Owner Insights component

● Instagram Top Posts component

● Instagram Comments component

Using your 
Channel data

Facebook and Instagram Data l Using you Channel data

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013602517-Facebook-Analytics-Component
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013698438-Facebook-Comments-Component
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013698258
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013697778
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013593237
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013693078


Private 
Pools

Facebook and Instagram Data 



Owned 
Accounts

Facebook and Instagram Data l Owned Accounts



Owned Account 
Tracking

Whenever you authenticate with a new Facebook account 
you will be automatically asked if you wish to collect data 
from those accounts in your private pool of data.

Simply select the data you want to collect and click 
‘CONFIRM’.

This data will now be available in any of your queries.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Owned Account Tracking

Owned accounts and non-owned accounts have 400 
days of historical data available.



Non-Owned 
Accounts & 
Pages

Facebook and Instagram Data l Non-Owned Accounts



Non-Owned Facebook 
Page Tracking

You can track non-owned Facebook Pages one at a time. 

This will collect posts by the page owner and anonymized 
comments on their page which will then match against any 
of your queries.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Non-Owned Account Tracking

Owned accounts and non-owned accounts have 400 
days of historical data available.



Non-Owned Instagram 
Account Tracking

You are able to track up to 15k non-owned Instagram 
business accounts (e.g. influencers or competitors) and 
collect media shared by those accounts. 

You can add accounts to track one at a time or bulk upload 
longer lists by uploading a csv file. A selection of pre-build 
industry lists can be found in the Help Center.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Non-Owned Account Tracking

Owned accounts and non-owned accounts have 400 
days of historical data available.

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012817998#h_01EPBWK7WRDKE7JDNCY1P8Z5BT


Non-Owned Account 
Analysis

Facebook and Instagram Data l Non-Owned Account Tracking

Non-owned posts can be matched against any of your queries. 
There are two ways you might use this data:

1. Boost coverage and discover influencers in your queries.

Unlike Instagram hashtag data, non-owned account data contains 
author information so you can see the top influencers.

2. Monitor influencers and competitors’ performance.

You can track all posts by specific accounts or pages by using the 
author: operator.

Note: For Facebook we store the Page name as the ‘author’, 
not the @handle as some Pages do not have a handle.



Instagram 
Hashtags
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IG Hashtags
A more efficient process

For really broad coverage, hashtags can 
get you the insights you want to see. 
But some hashtags are used millions of 
times per month.

Competitors will cap these 
(and other queries) once you hit your 
data limits.

But we let you ‘request’ a hashtag and 
pool the data before bringing only what 
you need into your account giving you a 
lot more control and, ultimately, more 
useful data.

Tracking intent to 
purchase across 
my industry

12m+ mentions 
per month

5k mentions 
per month

#mycampaign Tracking all posts 
about my campaign

“Private Pool” - doesn’t count towards query/data limits Queries - only the data you need

#fashion

#ootd

#beauty

Facebook and Instagram Data l Instagram 
Hashtag Tracking 



Instagram Hashtag 
Tracking
There is a limit of 30 hashtags per unique Instagram account that you 
have authenticated. 

Added hashtags will count towards your hashtag quota immediately. 
Hashtags can only be removed at 7 day increments from when you start 
tracking.

There is a rolling 7 day ‘lease’ for each hashtag, which needs to be 
updated every 7 days, Brandwatch does this automatically for you. If 
you need to delete a hashtag that you don't want to collect data on 
anymore, you will have to wait for that 7 day ‘lease’ to expire before you 
can replace it with a new one if you have used all the hashtags in your 
quota. 

Watch this video to learn how to set up hashtag tracking in your 
account, or the Help Centre gives a step by step process of how to set 
this up.

Request as many hashtags as possible which are relevant to the 
topics you are going to be interested in. Do this as soon as possible 
since this data can only be collected on an ongoing basis.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Instagram Hashtag Tracking 

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012817998-Instagram#h_59c32615-bcf5-4175-8c7d-6ac680ce57a2
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012817998-Instagram#h_cf856e87-0ce6-4ead-9e88-0d70f824fe3a
https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012817998-Instagram#h_59c32615-bcf5-4175-8c7d-6ac680ce57a2


Facebook and Instagram Data l Instagram Hashtags

Now you have to decide which hashtags you should be tracking. 
There is a limit of 30 hashtags per unique Instagram account 
that you have authenticated. 

Q. What hashtags should I use?

● Create an ‘industry pool’. 
● Your brand hashtag.
● Your industry hashtags. 
● Save some hashtags for campaign tracking 

or for monitoring a crisis.

Instagram Hashtags 

Tracking Hashtags 

Your brand hashtag 1

Save hashtags for future campaigns4

Hashtags to cover your industry 20

You will only be able to track a hashtag after it's been 
used at least once on Instagram. This is something to 
keep in mind for any new campaigns.

Your competitors’ brand hashtags 5



To help you decide what industry hashtags you should be 
using, you should start with the most obvious or popular 
hashtag (in this example we use #travel). 

You can then go to the query editor and search that hashtag. 
In the filters, select Instagram as the source.

Preview your results and on the right change to see the Top 
Topics. This will now show the other top related hashtags, so 
from this we might want to add #photooftheday and 
#explore. 

Make sure you check and update your hashtags regularly to 
ensure they are still the most relevant hashtags for you. Look 
at the most used hashtags and most mentioned/active 
authors that are appearing in your data and adding the ones 
you are not tracking yet.

Facebook and Instagram Data l Research your Hashtags 

Research your 
Industry Hashtags

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012849298-The-Query-Editor


Using your Hashtag 
Data
You have researched your hashtags and now you have started 
tracking your hashtags in the Data Management section. Some 
hashtags are there to ‘boost your coverage’ so you don’t have to 
do anything with them.

For specific brand/campaign hashtags you just need to add them 
in the query if you need that 100% coverage of them, like in the 
example to the right. 

This will allow the data to be pulled in this specific query and later 
visualise on your dashboard. For this example we have used the 
Mention List component. 

Facebook and Instagram Data l Using your Hashtag Data



We hope you found this guide useful and can start making 
the most out of your data in Brandwatch. 

Take a look at our Help Centre if you need any further help, 
or sign up for one of our webinars to build on your 
knowledge. 

Getting the most out 
of your Facebook and 
Instagram data

https://consumer-research-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us
https://learning-zone-help.brandwatch.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013420557-Training-Webinars
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